
19 July 1966 

General Edwin A. Walker 
4Ol1-Turtie Creek Blvd. 
Dallas 19, Texas 

My dear General Walker, 

In reply to your letter of July 13, 1966, I wish to refer you to 
page 139.of the Subject Index and to invite your attention to the 
listing for your name, which is followed by the term "right-winger* 
in parentheses. The key on pages 147-148 combines two separake 
classifications and is not intended as a double characterization. 
It is clear from the listing on page 139 that I did not apply the 
characterization "neo-nazi" to you. 

As for the term "right-winger," you will note in the Warren 
Report on pages 292-299 a sub-section titled "Right-wing groups. 
hostile to President Kennedy" in which your name is mentioned a 
momber of times. You will find also on page 16 of the aforesaid 
Warren Report the assertion that Oswald "had an extreme dislike of 
the right-wing, an attitude most clearly reflected by his attempt 
to shoot General Walker." Evidently, then, the Warren Commission 
in the first instance designated you as a right-winger. ue 

I am not aware that the Warren Report utdlises the classification 
_ “Left-Wingers and Neo-Nazis." The Report does designate various groups 

or political parties, by name, with which the accused assassin was in. 
contact. .That information is correspondingly classified in the Subject 
Index on pages 17, 25, 29, u5, 58 and 59. 

Finally, allow me to point out that,as stated in the preface to the 
Subject Index,the work is an attempt to classify the material in the’ 
Warren Report and the Hearings and Exhibits. It includes negative and 
collateral references as well as direct references and does not necessarily 
take a position with regard to the correctness or incorrectness of statements ? 
exhibits, characterizations, or allegations in the Warren Report of the. 
accompanying volumes of Hearings and Exhibits. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia Meagher 
302 West 12 Street 

° New York, NwYe 10014 


